




MACON COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 

 

AGENDA ITEM 

 
 

MEETING DATE:  May 12, 2020   

 

DEPARTMENT/AGENCY:    Emergency Services 

 

SUBJECT MATTER:     NC HealthCare Foundation COVID-19 Fill the 

Gap Response Fund Grant opportunity 

 

COMMENTS/RECOMMENDATION: 

 

EMS would like to request funding from the NC HealthCare 

Foundation through a grant process intended to bolster frontline 

workers during the COVID-19 crisis. Equipment would be requested 

through a grant with no match required. This is a short turnaround 

grant process and more details will be available/presented along with 

actual requested items and amount requested at the May 12 BOCC 

meeting.  
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Nantahala Hiking Club 

Position Statement to Macon County Commission 

Concerning 

Actions Recommended by the Macon County Forest Advisory Committee 

Regarding the 2020 Draft Management Plan For National Forest Lands 

 

The document referenced above, Actions Recommended by the Macon County Forest Advisory 

Committee (FAC Recommendations) Regarding the 2020 Draft Management Plan For National 

Forest Lands (FS Plan), is to be presented to the Macon County Commission (Commission) by 

the Macon County Forest Advisory Committee (FAC).  

 

The Introduction section of the document summarizes how the FAC was formed.  

NHC Clarification: The Nantahala Hiking Club (NHC) was not initially represented in the FAC. 

On February 11 the Commission appointed Jim Gray to form a Macon County Forest Advisory 

Committee (FAC) to prepare a position statement for the County on the FS Plan. Mr. Gray 

appointed two members from the timber industry and two Macon County employees to the FAC. 

Consequently Mary Stone, NHC President, saw a newspaper announcement about the FAC and 

contacted the Commission office asking that the NHC be represented on the FAC. Mr. Gray 

agreed for Ms. Stone to join the FAC. At the March Commission meeting, Commissioner Beale 

asked that an outdoors recreation business representative be added to the FAC. Mr. Gray did not 

succeed in adding this representative. The FAC met twice afterwards before the COVID-19 

situation halted public meetings including the USFS meeting planned for Macon County.  

 

The Nantahala Hiking Club is an Appalachian Trail official club which has maintained more 

than 50 miles of the A.T. and side trails in Macon County for more than 50 years. These trails 

provide recreation and exercise yearly for thousands of local people and tourists with many 

different levels of ability. NHC has  more than 150 enrolled members and contributes to the 

County and its citizens by leading recreational hikes open to all, providing outdoor education and 

hikes for school children, and holding monthly meetings at the MC Library open to all with as 

many as 50 people attending. The Town of Franklin became the first Appalachian Trail 

Community in 2010 and now together with NHC provides a month-long series of events in the 

spring that brings hundreds of people into the County. Macon County now has two major 

outdoor recreation stores and numerous other business catering to the outdoors community. 

Clearly all these activities result in increase revenue for the Town and County in addition to the 

dollar value of the thousands of hours that volunteers donate each year to the Forest Service. 

 

NHC Objections to FAC formation: Discussion of the U. S. Forest Service Plan was added to the 

agenda for the February 11, 2020 County Commission meeting under New Business and the 

public at large and NHC did not know that the FAC would be formed at this meeting to present a 

statement for the County to pass a resolution about the FS Plan. NHC should have had the 

opportunity to be represented at this Commission meeting as an essential stakeholder. 

NHC Request to the Commission: When the formation of an Advisory Committee is 

considered, organizations with a vested interest in the outcomes, NHC in this case, should have 

prior knowledge and be invited to participate. From the Minutes of this meeting and the FAC 

Recommendations it seems that only Mr. Gray was present at this meeting when the Committee 



was formed and, thus, he may have been the only interested party with knowledge of the addition 

to the Agenda. 

 

NHC Clarification of 2014 MC Resolution regarding FS Revised Management Plan: FAC 

Recommendations document states that the 2014 resolution opposed adding lands as Wilderness 

in Macon County. This Resolution was passed with questionable notice having been given to all 

citizens, including NHC members, and those Minutes indicate that only Mr. Gray was present at 

that meeting without representation of people who supported additional protection for 

Wilderness lands. The passage of this Resolution was publicly questioned by many citizens who 

felt they had been effectively silenced when the Commission issued the Resolution. To redress 

their exclusion, a coalition of 13 business and outdoors organizations representing 1,600 people 

asked the Commission on January 12, 2016 to support the USFS recommendation for Wilderness 

in the Draft Plan at that time by simply allowing the process to continue. The Commission 

declined action on this sensible and just request.  

 

NHC Request to the Commission regarding FAC Recommendations: NHC requests that the 

present document be considered an initial draft and revised to include wider opinions from a 

more diverse group of FAC Committee members as requested below.  

 

FAC Advisory Committee Composition Request: NHC appreciates that Mr. Gray has 

communicated with its president and with the Regional Director of the ATC Southern Region 

Office. NHC requests that representatives from local outdoor businesses and the Town of 

Franklin ATC Community Committee be added to the FAC Committee to have views and 

opinions from these other interests integrated in the final Actions to be presented to the 

Commission.  Since the Actions also recommend that Macon County be represented in any 2020 

Plan objection process by persons designated by the Commission, the FAC must include people 

who support Wilderness so that the views presented to the USFS are truly inclusive of different 

points of views, democratic, and fair to all citizens of Macon County.  

 

NHC’s response and requests below are submitted under the headings used in the FAC 

Recommendations plan. 

 

Overview of FS 2020 Plan in Actions document: Generally this overview is an accurate 

summary of the complex FS 2020 Plan.  

 

FAC General Recommendations: FAC chose Alternative B of the FS Plan with “significant 

recommended modifications” as the best alternative (of four in the Plan) for Macon County. 

FAC also recommends that the “County adopt these recommendations by resolution and that 

they be filed with the USFS prior to the … deadline.”  

NHC Request to the Commission: NHC considers the Actions to have excluded the opinions 

and weight of active and involved FS land users and maintainers and of a sizable group of 

citizens who support Wilderness for many valid reasons. Therefore, we ask the Commission to 

delay action in accepting the present FAC Recommendations until other members are added to 

the FAC and meetings are held including these members so that the final Actions more fairly 

encompass the views of a variety of industry, recreation, outdoors and nature stakeholders. 

 



FAC Recommended Wilderness, General Comment & Recommendations: This section contains 

a biased summation of the FS Plan’s intent that “Recommendation of the area for wilderness 

designation is supported by wilderness advocacy groups and individuals.” The paragraph says 

that the FS Plan’s support of advocacy groups who oppose forest management activities will 

result in the rights/uses of other groups who have used these areas to be taken away. This 

statement is totally unsupported by the fact that Wilderness advocates have tried to actively 

cooperate with other stakeholders even if they have routinely been excluded from participation. 

The paragraph also states: “Some support more wilderness to increase tourism.” Another 

mischaracterization. Wilderness advocates support such designation for many reasons, one of the 

main ones being that Wilderness has inherent value in and of itself for humans and for the Earth. 

In this tragic time of a pandemic, it is well to remember that many drugs that heal us today come 

from Nature. As we diminish the planetary gene pool by leaving no land untrammeled, we may 

be jeopardizing our future in combating disease.     

NHC Request to the Commission: Based on above explanation, NHC requests that the revised 

Actions document include an unbiased statement of the positions of Wilderness advocates and 

the implications of maintaining and/or expanding Wilderness designations.  

 

FAC General Recommendations: This section asks that the Forest Service strongly consider 

some points regarding “recommended wilderness.”  Note: This document is being presented to 

the Commission, not the Forest Service.  

1. Consider equally all users of the Forest and give priority to traditional users in specific areas. 

2. Consider areas for Recommended Wilderness only if the location meets ALL the definitions to 

be classified as Recommended Wilderness. 

3. Consider the Plan theme “Connecting People to the Land.” Does the Plan’s recommendation 

add or subtract from connecting more people to the land? 

NHC Positions and Requests to the Commission: 

1. NHC agrees that all Forest users, including Wilderness stakeholders, should be treated 

equally. Areas presently under consideration for Wilderness designation should be strongly 

supported for permanent Wilderness designation as they have traditionally been used as such. 

Only 4 percent of USFS land in Macon County is designated as Wilderness so any addition will 

still be insignificant in number of total acreage. Any addition, though, will preserve the right of 

Wilderness users and advocates. NHC requests that the Commission support a plan that treats 

all stakeholders fairly and equally. 

2. NHC largely agrees with this point emphasizing that many areas that would meet the 

definitions are not included to be classified as Recommended Wilderness. NHC also points out 

that, because of the size of forests in the East, it is at times impossible to meet ALL definitions 

for Recommended Wilderness and, thus, the possible designation of Wilderness is prohibited by 

the requirements and any inclusion of Wilderness areas that have most of the characteristics is 

precluded. NHC requests that this explanation be included in the revised Actions document. 

3. The underlying thought to this point seems to be that Wilderness designation by itself 

subtracts from connecting people to the land. Wilderness designation does not inhibit people 

from entering these locations; it mostly requires a different set of skills and abilities from its 

users. That is also the case for many other uses of the Forest. A grouse hunter needs to own guns, 

have the skills to use them, know grouse habitats and behaviors, and have many other abilities 

that many people do not have. Because of this specialized niche, grouse hunters benefit from 

more open grasslands but people who love old growth trees or the solitude of Wilderness would 



have less connection to the Forest if the expansion of grasslands resulted in destruction of 

Wilderness. NHC requests that this explanation be included in the revised Actions document. 

 

The present Actions plan available when this Position Statement was presented to NHC’s Board 

analyzes various areas of the Nantahala National Forest described in the FS Plan and makes 

specific and detailed recommendations for each mostly advocating for less Wilderness 

protection. It continues with topics of Old Growth – no comments; Trails – questions and suggest 

construction of trail connectors; Partnering with Others – suggest joining other counties, not 

other organizations that may have different points of view; Economy – suggest creating bike trail 

system and support of capital investments, both of which NHC would support once details are 

specified; and Access – no comments.  From the blank spaces, it is clear that the Actions 

document is a work in progress and not a final statement from the Forest Advisory Committee. 

 

NHC requests that the document prepared by the FAC be considered an initial draft and that it 

be revised to include opinions from a more diverse group of Macon County residents. NHC asks 

that the Commission delay the action of accepting the present FAC Recommendations and allow 

other groups and persons concerned about recreation, tourism, the environment and future of the 

USFS lands to participate in the plan.  

 

Although the FS Plan is not asking for support of a specific alternative at this time, NHC thinks  

Alternative B of the Plan is the more balanced alternative for all forest uses and would support it 

with some modifications. The FAC plan at this time largely opposes Wilderness designation for 

USFS lands in MC. Wilderness designation provides the highest level of protection for the land. 

 Wilderness has inherent value of itself for humans and for the total environment.   

 

As the COVID-19 pandemic led the USFS to extend the deadline for input on the plan and public 

meetings have been curtailed, NHC respectfully requests that the Macon County Commission 

review the detailed position statement being submitted by the Nantahala Hiking Club and not 

only consider and accept the report prepared by the present Forest Advisory Committee.  Macon 

County citizens deserve a County resolution about the USFS 2020 Draft Management Plan For 

National Forest Lands that is fair and inclusive to all Macon County citizens and stakeholders.  

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Nantahala Hiking Club 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 






























































































































































